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Performers pummel 
stanzas and verses 
for slam poetry 
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Top Left, two 
dancers,  Jahmai Israel (left)
 and Masi Kisi, perform 
Monday 
in the Student Union. 
The  dancers were accompanied
 by Bantaba (right to 
left, Tacuma King,
 Chukudi Hodge and Mosheh Milon Jr.). who 
play tradition-
al drums from 
West  Afnca.
 Top 
Right. the 
group
 asked spectators 
to join 
l'hool000
 b) h000lloito
 
1 Ssparlaii 
nally
 
the dancers. Janette Najera, 
a freshman at SJSU, accepts the invitation. 
The 
performance
 was 
a part of Black History Month. Top
 Right, the drum 
skin Milon Jr. was playing is 
made  of goat skin, which is capable of deep 
and high sounds,  depending on where
 the player beats the drum. 
Outrigger 
pulls  
trigger for
 new
 career 
Michelle Jew 
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At dusk, light 
spills onto the side-
walk through the 
double
 doors of an 
ordinary 
looking barn on 
Washington Street. 
The light draws the
 eye to the 
bright 
yellow 
outrigger  canoe 
stretching the barn's entire length. 
The canoe is about 15 feet long and 
rests on 
supports just inside the 
doorway.
 
Stenciled
 in 
a 
hi
 w 
lit blue 
and 
standing
 out 
against
 t 
yellow 
background
 is the 
outrigger's
 
name,
 
"Molokai
 Express." 
The 
barn is now home to Chongas 
Outrigger Canoes, 
owned and oper-
ated by 
Cullen  Chong, who 
designs
 
and builds
 the canoes 
himself
 
"Chongas
 
was  my 
nickname  in 
college,"
 Chong 
said. 
After 
graduating
 high 
school  in 
1988 and
 
earning
 his 
degree  in 
architecture
 in Indiana, Chong 
returned to 
Hawaii, where 
he 
worked 
at a boat 
manufacturing  
store building canoes. 
Two and a half years ago, Chong 
decided he didn't want to 
be an 
architect and came to San Jose State
 
University
 to major in mechanical
 
engineering.
 
Though  he tries to take the mini-
mum full-time student load, Chong 
also  works 
25 hours
 a 
week  as 
it 
design  cog 
at a local 
When
 he .11110 
to San Jose, 
Chong realized 
how 
much  he 
missed working 
on boats and 
canoe,
 
( 'hong 
See Chong, 
back
 page 
spartandaily.org
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Details
 
surface
 
in 
battery
 
case  
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WRITER 
More light
 has been shed 
on
 a 
Saturday 
morning altercation 
between a San Jose State
 
University football player
 and the 
president  of Alpha Tau Omega
 fra-
ternity. 
Monday, 
Michael
 Bugliarello  
president of ATO
 shared his 
side 
of
 the story. 
Bugliarello said he 
was
 
Coats 
approached outside of the frater-
nity house 
by four men, including Coats, 
after a party 
the fraternity was hosting was shut down. 
A fight 
ensued
 and 
Bugliarello  
was  punched
 by 
Coats
 several times before the struggle spilled 
onto
 
the sidewalk.
 
Bugliarello  bit Coats' finger while 
the brawl con-
tinued on the 
sidewalk.
 
After biting Coats' 
finger,  Bugliarello ran into the 
fraternity house, according
 to police reports. 
"It  was in front of the 
house,  the rest of the guys 
jumped in," Bugliarello said. 
"I 
managed to get 
away
 and go into the 
house ... 
and they followed." 
Police said Bugliarello 
then ran into a bathroom
 
and when
 he exited he was again 
confronted by 
Coats.  
The scuffle
 continued,  spilling again unto the side-
walk outside the Eighth 
Street fraternity house, 
according to police reports. 
Coats was not 
available
 fur
 comment 
as
 of Monday 
night. 
"There were three other 
people  detained, but we 
were 
unable to determine
 their 
involvement."
 
ill 
versity
 Police Sgt. John Laws 
said. 
Three of the four
 men involved in the 
attack were 
identified
 in the police report
 as Coats, Kevin 
Michaelis and Patrick 
Battle  according to UPD. 
Michaelis 
and  Battle are both on 
the  Spartan foot-
ball team.
 The fourth person involved
 in the fight was 
not identified. 
According Bugliarello,
 it took five to six people 
to
 
pull Coats and the others
 off him. 
See Coats,
 back page.
 
Red 
Cross  
offers class 
Michelle  Jew 
v STIFF wilt/ ry 
When naturd 
disasters
 strike, 
the  American 
Red
 
( 're iss
 
is IIways 
then.
 with
 volun-
tisTs handing out 
food. supplies. set-
ting 
up shelters 
and 
giving  help. 
These volun-
teers give up their 
free 
time to go 
somewhere and 
help
 other people
 
in 
need.  Whether 
the people are victims of a single home fire or a flash 
flood, the Red Cross sends 
volunteers  to help. 
"The 
Red Cross also provides
 assistance in forms 
such as 
mobile
 
or
 fixed feeding  stations,
 
clothing 
and 
mass or 
individual shelters." said Karen Borgstrom. 
disaster specialist
 for the American Red Cross. 
On 
Feb.
 28, the 
Santa  Clara 
Valley 
Chapter
 of the 
Red Cross 
will  hold an introduction disaster services 
class at 2731 
N.
 First St., between Montague 
Expressway
 and Trimble Road in San Jose. 
The class will be offered 
six  more times, from 
February until July, in both San 
Jose and Palo Alto 
Red 
Cross 
locations. 
The
 class is a prerequisite to all other disaster 
courses, according to the disaster volunteer training 
pamphlet. 
"The class
 gives a broad overview and introduction 
to what the Red Cross does in disaster situations and 
how 
volunteers  fit into our program," Borgstrom said. 
The class will also 
show  an excerpt of a video on 
basic information about the organization, according to 
the disaster pamphlet. 
All volunteer 
classes  are free, and depending
 on the 
class, are held twelve times 
over a six-month period or 
am a rotating basis, 
Borgstrom said. 
"The class gives
 a 
broad 
overview 
and introduction 
to what the Red 
Cross does in dis-
aster 
situations."
 
 
Karen  Borgstrom 
disaster specialist, Red Cross 
See Red
 Cross,
 back 
page  
6 
LETTERS 
Ad 
opinions
 
As
 a former editor 
of
 the Spartan Daily, as a 
person who
 believes very strongly in the 
First  
Amendment and 
as a Jew, I would 
like
 to voice 
my support of the
 Daily's decision to run the Bradley 
Smith ad. 
While I was more than a little
 disappointed with 
the 
editorial, which took a very
 noncommittal stance 
on the ad, I do think the
 paper made the right deci-
sion to run the 
ad, as repugnant and disgusting 
as it 
was. 
It is a sad state that we live 
in
 that there are still 
people who have 
convinced  themselves the Holocaust 
did not occur, but it is a 
reality  of life. Bradley Smith 
has a right to voice his opinion, and while
 the Daily 
does not have to run his ad 
or
 even report his point 
of view, I believe it has a moral
 obligation as one of 
the last true defenders
 of free speech to run the ad. 
How can we, as gatekeepers of information,
 print 
all kinds of 
radical  viewpoints  from 
the  legaliza-
tion of drugs to anti -police sentiments
  and deny 
Bradley Smith his soap 
box? I am led to believe that 
nothing he  said in his ad is 
actually  false, but rather 
misleading. 
Yes,
 I wish we could silence the likes of Smith, but 
that is not a possibility.
 We must learn to live with 
him and 
those  who are far worse. 
In some ways, I actually think running ads
 such 
as 
this
 have a positive effect. People may want to 
do
 
their own research and find out the atrocities com-
mitted by the Nazis, as well as those 
committed by 
the Japanese, Italians and yes, even the Americans. 
Information is a wonderful thing. We should seek to 
promote the seeking of it, not dissuade it. 
Jeremiah  OsInin 
class 
of
 '99 
Although
 I found Bradley 
Smith's  advertise-
ment for Holocaust revisionism to be ridicu-
lous and offensive, it had equal right to be 
printed in the Daily. The Daily had the right to deny 
the ad but chose to run it.
 
The Holocaust is undeniable and any doubt that it 
didn't happen is abhorrent. But we live in a 
democ-
racy where free speech has guaranteed us our rights, 
that "Congress shall make no law ... abridging the 
freedom of speech and the press." 
To quote John Stuart Mill's "Of the Liberty of 
Thought and  Discussion,""If
 all mankind minus one 
were of one opinion, and only one 
person were of the 
contrary opinion, mankind would be no more justi-
fied in silencing that one person than 
he, if he had 
the power, would be in silencing mankind."
 It is not 
right for the many to censor one person, just as it is 
not right for the one to censor the many. 
It is frightening when someone blatantly speaks 
lies about an issue that is so familiar, but more 
frightening than that is the chance that an individ-
ual 
wouldn't  be given full rights to publish contro-
versial literature. 
Kemberly
 Gong 
public 
relations
 
Feminism
 put 
to death
 by 
millionaire
 
marriage  
Feminism
 
is dead  and 
as a 
self-proclaimed
 
male
 chauvin-
ist, I couldn't
 be happier. 
As 
Rick  
Rockwell
 slipped 
the wed-
ding  ring on 
the finger 
of Darya 
Conger on the
 two-hour 
special  "Who 
Wants  to 
Marry
 a 
Multimillionaire?"  
last Tuesday,
 you could 
hear cries 
of 
anguish 
across  the 
country.  
The 
cries? 
Well, they 
were from 
every femi-
nist  and 
every
 respectable 
woman 
bemoaning  
the  death of 
a failed 
30 
yearmovement  to 
gain  equality 
for 
the "fairer"
 sex. 
In fairness, I 
have  to admit I 
nor-
mally find 
Fox television's
 pitiful 
brand of 
"Reality  TV" appalling. 
Such 
enthralling 
specials as:
 
"When Animals 
Go
 Bad," "Banned in 
America:  The 
World's 
Sexiest
 
Television"
 and "World's 
Stupidest  
Criminals"
 just make
 me cringe. 
This 
"Beauty 
pageant
-style" 
courtship and 
subsequent  marriage 
 where
 50 women vied for the hand 
of an unseen 
bachelor   might very 
well be 
the beginning of the end of 
Western Civilization as we know it, 
but I wouldn't mind a bit if it was. 
After years of feminists and their 
magazines 
 Cosmopolitan, etc.  
telling me I'm 
a pig and women are 
every bit equal as a man. 
I would be 
able to sit back, smile and watch the 
world crumble knowing we  men  
won. 
The
 bimbos who participated in 
the show have single-handedly set 
women back 2,000 
years. 
The Battle of the Sexes is over, and 
I 
am
 proclaiming victory for all my 
male brethren worldwide. 
Burning bras  a cheap token of 
insolence.  
The Equal Rights Amendment  a 
failed 
coup  against male superiority. 
I guess the TV 
show  proves women 
really do need a 
man  or at least a 
rich man  
to
 make them whole. 
These female
-Judas'
 sold out their 
NEW
 
FACE 
014  
BOARD'
 
fellow 
women  by 
parading  
around
 in 
swimsuits, 
evening 
gowns  and 
wed-
ding 
dresses 
like  cows 
on
 auction 
at 
the county fair 
4-H competition.
 
It's 
nice to 
know the
 winner
 got 
more than 
30 pieces 
of
 silver. 
They 
answered  
personal
 questions
 
on love, 
faithfulness
 and intimacy
 as 
though 
they  were 
answering
 a classi-
fied 
ad.  
You
 know 
the  one: 
"Wife 
wanted,  
must
 be 
good-looking,
 have 
no self-
respect and
 be as 
flexible  as 
Gumby."  
As 
amusing
 as 
this 
ultimate  
degradation
 of 
women  
is,
 it only 
gets 
better
  or 
worse  
if 
you're
 a 
woman.
 
Allegations
 have
 surfaced
 this 
week 
about the
 "Groom"
 and his
 
checkered
 past. 
As
 it turns
 out, 
Rockwell,
 alias 
Richard 
Balkey 
 the 
stand-up 
comedian/motivational
 
speaker
 who
 
allegedly
 made 
his money
 as a 
real
 
estate 
investor   
is a 
feminists'  
worst nightmare.
 
He is 
reported  to be 
a "flake" 
and  a 
"loser" 
whose  only 
investment  
prop-
erty is "a 
low -end condo
 that leaks."
 
A 
former 
girlfriend  
reported
 
Rockwell
 did the 
show
 "only to 
fur-
ther
 his 
career."  
He was 
also accused 
of hitting and
 
threatening 
to kill an ex
-girlfriend in 
Death penalty 
not 
appropriate
 punishment 
Afriend
 of 
mine, James 
Marten, was 
shot
 to death 
during  a robbery 
that  took 
place  ;it his work in April
 1996. 
I 
knew James to be one of the 
most
 caring and interesting
 indi-
viduals I had 
ever
 met. 
He 
was a poet 
and  a descrip-
tive songw rit er. 
This past fall, 
James' killer, 
Daniel Sanchez, was put
 on trial 
and found guilty of 
murder. 
Sanchez's sentencing trial
 took 
place
 almost immediately
 after 
the guilty verdict. 
The  district attorney
 wanted 
the death penalty. 
I thought this 
was fair. 
Sanchez  had 
shot James
 in 
cold blood. 
He 
deserved  to die. 
Then I found 
out, through
 the 
testimony
 of 
James'
 
parents,
 
James 
didn't  believe 
in the death
 
penalty.
 
His  parents 
testified  on 
behalf
 
of 
Sanchez
 and 
asked  the jury 
not 
to kill 
Sanchez
 in 
James'  
name. 
Sanchez  was
 allowed 
to live 
because 
of the 
young  man
 he 
killed.
 
Going 
through
 this 
trial,  I 
di 
Anderson  
STAFF  WItlli 
I-call -zed I 
would  not want some-
one killed in my 
name,  even if I 
was murdered.
 
I found how much I oppose the 
death penalty because
 I think it 
is needless 
and inhumane 
killing. 
I see no reason for the 
death 
penalty because
 there are other 
ways to make people pay 
for 
their crime's. 
Many people who argue in 
favor
 of the death penalty quote 
the  Bible. 
The term "eye for an eye
 and 
tooth 
for a tooth" is the
 predomi-
nant argument. 
In the
 Old Testament, Genesis 
9:6, it says, "Whoever sheds 
the  
blood of man, by 
man shall his 
blood  be shed, for in the image
 of 
God has 
God made man." 
But that's the Old 
Testament,  
not the 
New. 
The New 
Testament  states in 
Matthew 
5:38-39, "You have 
heard that
 it was said, eye for 
eye and tooth for 
tooth,  but I tell 
you do not 
resist an evil person . 
If someone 
strikes
 you on the 
right cheek,
 turn to him the 
other also." 
Other  than an ethical 
argu-
ment, there is the issue
 of 
money. 
It costs 
just
 as much money to 
put someone
 on death row and 
keep them there,
 if not more. 
Appeals to 
the courts and the 
appointment
 of defense lawyers 
are some of the 
reasons
 why the 
cost of the death
 penalty is so 
high, 
according  to a study con-
ducted by New 
York lawyers in 
1992.
 
There have been 647 people 
sentenced to death in California 
since the reinstitution 
of the 
death penalty in 1978. 
Out  of those 647 people, only 
eight have 
been executed, 
according to a Dec. '15 article 
written by Paul Elias and Rinat 
Fried. 
The time that it takes for a 
death penalty case to get 
through the courts is ridiculous. 
Some
 death penalty sentences 
are 
never  even carried out. 
According
 to a recent L.A. 
Times article, 
one-third  of con-
victs on 
death row in California 
have no 
lawyers  to process their 
appeals  and the average time to 
appoint an attorney to a death 
penalty case is 
four years. 
People should pay for their 
crimes, 
but the death penalty is 
not a 
valid  
punishment  
because
 
of its 
dysfunctional
 
process  
and 
severity.
 
Killing is 
too  extreme for 
America  to continue to support a 
sentence  of 
death. 
As a 
country,  
we
 
criticize
 
all of 
the injustices
 in the world yet we 
continue
 
to
 endorse the 
useless 
killing
 of our own
 people. 
Andi Anderson is a Spartan 
Daily Staff 
Writer. 
1991.
 
According
 
to 
court  
records,
 
Debbie  
Goyne
 
 
who describes
 
her-
self
 
as
 
an 
ex
-fiance
  
accused
 
Rockwell
 
of 
shoving
 
and 
slapping
 
her,
 
twice  
entering
 
her home 
without
 
permission
 
and 
vandalizing  her  
car. 
Fox
 
sure
 
picked  
a 
winner.
 
I 
admit
 I 
didn't
 
watch the
 
whole
 
show.
 I 
was  
one
 
of
 the 22.8  
million
 
who 
tuned  
into 
the 
last 
30
 
minutes
 
to 
witness
 
the
 
five-minute  
courtship,
 
the 
rapid-fire
 
nuptials
 and 
the  
final
 
breath
 
of 
feminism.
 
After
 
hiding
 
behind
 a 
screen 
 
like 
the 
Great
 
and  
Almighty  
Oz 
him-
self
  
for 
the
 better
 
part 
of 
two  
hours,
 
Rockwell
 
emerged 
and stood 
in 
front
 
of 
five 
wedding
 dress
-clad
 
finalists.
 
As 
he
 
plucked
 
Conger
 the
 
future
 
Mrs.
 
Multimillionaire
  
from
 
the 
pack,
 he 
leaned
 over,
 gave 
her a 
kiss
 
which
 would
 
have
 made Hoover
 
vac-
uum 
cleaners
 
proud 
and 
mouthed
 
what
 looked
 like 
an "I love 
you." 
Nice. 
What
 he 
should
 
have  said
 is 
what
 
all 
men 
who
 
watched  were 
thinking.
 
He 
should
 
have  
asked  her,
 
"Who's
 
your
 
Daddy?"
 
We are 
baby. 
Aaron
 
Williams
 is the 
Spartan
 
Daily 
Co
-Executive
 Editor  "Mr.
 Bad 
Example"
 
appears 
Tuesdays
 
Uncircumcised
 men: 
a 
cut
 
above
 
the 
rest  
I'm
 glad 
to not have 
been born 
in a 
highly 
advanced  
American
 hospital. 
Instead. I 
was brought
 to the 
Earth  in a 
developing 
country 
with the 
help  of a 
midwife.
 
I consider 
myself lucky 
even 
though my 
chances  of 
survival
 at 
birth 
were,  for obvious 
reasons, 
slimmer  than a 
child born in 
an
 
American 
hospital  because,
 
unlike the 
90 percent of 
American
-born males
 in the 
mid -70s, I 
was  not 
circumcised.
 
Circumcision 
is the most com-
mon surgical procedure 
done to 
males  in the United 
States,  
although the number is less 
than it 
was  in the mid -70s. 
About 
59 percent of newborn 
males are 
still subjected to this 
form of mutilation, according to 
the  Journal of Men's Studies. 
One would think people in the 
most advanced nation in the 
world  would have more sense 
than to 
chop off 50 percent of a 
newborn 
male's  penile skin. 
In fact, it 
wasn't
 until last 
year that the American Academy 
of Pediatrics declared there were 
no significant advantages to cir-
cumcision. In the 
past, doctors 
have cited many health reasons 
as a justification for circumci-
sion. 
People who 
favor  circumcision
 
cite risks 
such as penile 
cancer,  
which is 
more
 prevalent 
among  
uncircumcised 
men,
 as the rea-
son to 
cut  off an area of 
skin the 
size of a 
three -by -five 
card.  
The truth is 
only  one in 
100,000
 males a 
year
 are affect-
ed by 
penile cancer
  hardly a 
significant  
number.  
Another 
reason  doctors have 
given for 
circumcising  is 
hygiene. 
They have said infections are 
more common
 in uncircumcised 
men. I believe having good 
hygiene is a better way to pre-
vent infections than circumci-
sion.
 
People shouldn't really 
have 
health concern 
about  circumci-
sion.
 
Perhaps
 the only 
valid reason 
for 
circumcising
 might 
be reli-
gious 
beliefs.  
But
 before 
deciding  to 
have
 
their
 baby boys 
circumcised, 
par-
ents  should 
consider  the 
benefits
 
of the foreskin. 
The
 foreskin 
contains a 
rich  
concentration  
of blood 
vessels  
and 
nerve  endings 
which  make it 
as sensitive as the
 fingertips. 
Having  this 
sensitive 
tissue
 
cut off 
will  limit the 
amount of 
pleasure  and 
intimacy
 during 
intercourse, 
according
 to Dr. 
Paul 
M. Fleiss, 
assistant  clinical
 
professor  of 
pediatrics  
at
 the 
University
 of 
Southern 
California. 
The 
foreskin  not 
only helps
 
create  
sexual
 pleasure
 for men 
but
 also for 
women. One
 of the 
foreskin's  
functions
 is to 
facili-
tate 
smooth,  
gentle
 movement
 
between 
the mucosal
 surfaces 
of
 
the two partners. 
The  foreskin 
enables the
 
penis to slip in and out 
of 
the  
vagina  
nonabrasively
 inside its 
own sheath of 
movable  skin. 
According  to 
Dr.
 Fleiss, 
without
 a 
foreskin,
 a woman 
might suffer 
abrasions  
from
 the 
friction  
caused by the 
bare,  dry penis. 
If parents, especially
 circum-
cised 
fathers,
 still want to 
per-
form 
this  unnecessary 
surgical  
procedure 
on
 male babies, they 
should  consider the procedure is 
done to 
males at the most vul-
nerable point in their lives. 
At best, men should have the 
choice to have themselves
 cir-
cumcised when they have 
the 
ability to 
understand
 their bod-
ies. 
Hugo Jimenez is 
a Spartan 
Daily Senior
 Staff Writer "Story 
Untold"  will appear from time to 
time. 
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Submissions may be put in 
the Letters to the Editor box at the 
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
 Bentel Hall Room 209, gent by fax to 
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at 
SDAILY0jmc.sjsu.edu  or mailed to the 
Spartan 
Daily  Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass 
Communications, 
San  Jose State University, One 
Washington  Square, 
San Jose,
 CA 95192-0149. 
Editorials are written by, 
and  are the consensus of, the
 
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff. 
Published  opinions and 
advertisements  do not 
necessarily  reflect the 
views of 
the Spartan Daily, 
the School of 
Journalism  and Mass 
Communications or SJSU. 
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Above,
 Mr. Miles part of 
The 
Two Man Flying 
Circus,
 performed 
various  
songs such as "Mr. 
Heroin,"  "Behold and 
Low,"  "Lave," "Creek 
Song" and "Head Phone 
Man" 
with  his
 
partner 
Narthan Bryne during an 
open mic 
night 
at Channel One. 
The
 open mic is 
open
 to 
various
 artists who are 
willing to perform 
their  
original works. 
Open mic night
 takes 
place every Friday 
from 8 
to 
11p.m. 
les  
SEA/4
 
4M
 
San Jose 
gets
 a taste 
of
 tart -tongued 
Slam 
Poetry 
Erin Mayes 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
If
 you're
 going to show up 
for open
 mic night 
at 
Channel One 
on Fridays, 
you'd  better dress for
 the occa-
sion.
 
The color
 of choice is 
black,  
but 
if your darks
 are in 
the  
washer, 
wear
 something
 
funky. 
And
 if you show up in the 
suit you 
wore to 
work that day, 
at least be pre-
pared to loosen 
your tie and 
recite  some 
kick -ass poetry. 
Some show 
up with dyed
-black  hair and 
pale makeup. 
Others choose
 a '70s motif 
and wear 
brightly 
colored bell bottoms and
 long Bowing 
hair.  
Still others go out on a
 
limb
 and invent styles 
of their own 
with colors and styles 
that were prob-
ably never 
meant  to co -exist. 
And  then there's the
 good ol' T-shirt 
and  jeans 
clad
 folk. 
Poetry slams started in 
the late '80s and have 
since 
become a 
regular  occurrence
 in San Jose. 
Note
 the word 
"slam."
 
These aren't your 
traditional Walt 
Whitman
-type 
poems. 
The 
"slam" gives it a wicked little
 twist, making no topic 
untouchable. 
"Usually for slams, what 
works best is sensuality, 
sexuality 
and some
 social justice," said James 
Brown,  a slam poet and 
English major at San Jose State University. 
He said 
slam poetry balances out academic 
poetry, which "a lot of 
tunes only the author understands." 
Sex, relationships, drugs and self
-acceptance  are all popular slam 
poem
 topics. 
'Geoff 
Trenchard  pliblibized his secular opinions
 when he started off 
last Friday's 
readings
 with a sarcastic "L itaid-uh 
can I get- e 
Hallelujah!" 
"Hallelujah!" the crowd replied. 
"I said-uh can I get an amen?" 
"Amen!" 
Trenchard hosts poetry sessions at 8 p.m.
 on Fridays and starts the 
evenings off 
with words designed to rile 
up
 the audience. 
One man played the guitar while another sang songs 
wi4h a child-
like voice. During the innocent  sounding song, the word 
"vagina" came 
as a comedic shock. 
Another poet lamented the.passing 
of a lonely Valentine's Day. 
"I feel broken as if there was a great 
female conspiracy to break me, 
and they've finally succeeded." 
Yet another performer described his childhood conception 
of mas-
turbation. 
"My friend said, 'Dude, I did it last night. I busted a nut!'" 
People 
can get on stage and do just about anything they want to on 
open mic night, from singing a song to donning a mask adorned
 with 
feathers and 
swinging  their arms in the air. 
Technically, the readings that 
take  place weekly in various clubs 
around the Bay Area are not
 slams. San Jose's "real" slams take place 
Geoff Trenchard,
 the host 
of a open mic 
at 
Channel 
One, introduced
 different poets
 and musi-
cians 
that  performed their 
original
 pieces of work. 
The 
mic is opened to 
artists willing to 
perform  their 
Mari  Matsumoto / Spartan 
Daily  
own 
works,  every Friday 
night starting 
at
 8 to 
11p.m. The 
artists  are not limited 
on performance 
time,
 but Trenchard 
said artists have 
a courtesy 
time of 12 
minutes.
 
"My friend 
said, 'Dude, 
I did it last 
night.  I busted
 a nut!'"
 
on the  last 
Tuesday
 of every 
month at Waves 
Smokehouse and 
Saloon, located at 65 
Post
 St. 
They' 
 are  
competitions  with 
rules that 
need
 to be followed. 
Whoever  can get the 
most reac-
tion out of the 
audience  in about 
three minutes, with no 
props, 
wins.
 
The audience is 
extremely  
responsive
 and will do 
anything,  
from howling 
with  laughter to 
booing in contempt.
 
Five judges are 
picked
 random-
ly from the 
audience and they 
hold up signs 
with  scores from one 
to 10 at the 
end  of each poem. 
The best poets
 don't always 
win, Brown said. 
Sometimes  chil-
dren will get on 
stage  and win 
what he calls "cutesy points." 
He said he once got 
beaten by a 
7 -year
-old. 
The winner receives $30. 
S 
IA 
I? 
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Today 
A.S.  
Campus 
Recreation
 
Kundalin
 yoga
 class
 at 6 
p.m.  in 
the 
Student  
Union,
 Almaden
 room.
 
For 
more 
information,
 call 
Matt  
McNamara  
at 
924-6217
 
SJSU
 
Karate  
Club  
Cordially
 
invites  
new 
members
 
to 
attend  
an 
informal  
meeting
 at 
7:30 
p.m.  in 
Spartan
 
Complex
 89 
Experience
 
in 
martial  
arts  is 
not 
required.
 
SJSU
 
women  
are
 strongly
 
encouraged
 
to
 
attend.
 For
 more
 
information,
 
call  
Randy  
Nui  
at
 452-
1030. 
  
Center
 
OCR/Co-op
 
Workshop
 
from 
3:30 
p.m. 
to 4,15
 p.m.
 in 
Building
 
F.
 
For 
more  
information,
 
call  
the  
Career
 
Resource
 
Center
 
at
 924-
6031. 
Institute
 
of 
Management
 
Accountants
 
David
 
McPherson
 
from 
the 
city 
of 
San 
Jose 
speaks
 on 
careers
 in 
city
 
government
 
accounting
 
from
 
4:30
 
p.m.
 to 
6:30 
p.m.
 in 
the  
Student
 
Union,
 
Guadalupe
 
room.
 
For
 
more
 
information,
 call
 Gina
 
Bateman  
at 
244-6487  
Muslim  
Student
 
Association
 
Black  
history
 
month,
 Black
 
ori-
g ins 
in Islam
 
from
 
12:30  
p.m.
 to 
1:30
 p.m.
 in the
 
Student
 
Union,  
Costanoan
 Room.
 For
 more 
informa-
tion, 
call  
Emal  
Numan  
at 
971-8347
 
Student Life
 Center and the Re -
Entry
 Advisory 
Program  
Free
 afternoon coffee and 
munehies from 
4 p.m. to 5:30 
p.m.  
in the
 University 
Room.  For more 
information.  
call
 Jane Boyd 
at 924-
5950.  
Association
 of Students
 in 
Material 
Engineering  
Club 
meeting  at noon 
in the 
Engineering  
building.
 Room 
221.
 
For
 more 
information,
 call 
Aisha  
Boldon  at 
924-4049
 
ci>v-r   
Nutrition  and Food
 Science 
Two for one 
post
-Valentine's spe 
cial on the 
latest
 body 
composition
 
testing from 9 a.m. to 1 
la.m in the 
Central  Classroom building. It's 
quick, painless and
 fun. For more 
information, call Sherry at 
206-
7599.  
SJSU Sport Club and Student 
Health 
Center  
Free 
nutrition
 counseling A $50 
value. Talk to a  
graduate student in 
nutrition about
 all your nutrition
 
questions  from
 11.30 a.m.
 to 1,3^ 
p.m. 
every  Monday. 
Tuesday
 and 
Wednesday 
throughout  the 
semes-
ter.
 Sign up at the 
SJSU Sport Club 
or call Nancy 
Black  at 924-6118 
for 
more information. 
Sparta fluole provided
 free of thaw 
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 VIDEO 
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tam.
 
www 
counciltravel
 corn 
LIVE
 
AND  
LEARN
 
JAPANESE!
 
The 
Wascda  
Oregon  
Transnational
 Program,
 Fall 
2000 and
 
Spring  
2001,
 is a 
comparative
 US
-Japanese  
Societies  
study 
program
 that 
mixes 
US
-based 
and 
international
 students
 
with 
undergraduates
 
from 
the 
prestigious
 
Wascda
 
University,
 Tokyo,
 Japan. 
Three 
levels  of 
Japanese
 language
 
instruction
 are 
offered 
in 
addition  to 
US
-Japanese
 
Societies  
courses  in 
the 
humanities
 and 
social  
sciences.  
Scholarships
 
of
 up to 
$1000 
are 
available!  
For 
more
 
information,
 contact:
 
Waseda  
Oregon
 
Programs
 
Office
 
(800)  
823-7938
 (503)
 
223-7938
 
info@opie.org
 
www.opie.org
 
 A Slam Poet 
describing his 
childhood 
conception of masturbation 
That's right, $30. 
Brown said it's not about the 
money. 
"I get a big thrill from being on 
stage," said Marc 
Pinate,  a prize-
winning slam
 poet and SJSU stu-
dent 
obtaining his 
master's 
degree 
in
 theater arts. He is writ-
ing his thesis on slams
 as well. "I 
think it's an 
amazing thing and it 
sort
 of transcends 
neutral bound-
aries 
and  touches on human 
qual-
ities.
 It's low -brow art, if you will." 
Pinate and 
three other slam 
poets made it to the national slam 
competition last August and tied 
for first place with San 
Francisco's 
slam team. 
It was the first time poets from 
San Jose 
competed  in the nation-
als. The grand prize was 
$2,000,  
coming to a total of $250 per per-
son. Again, it's not about the 
money.  
Among topics 
Pinate  likes to 
recite on are 
his  experiences as a 
Chicano and his dislike 
for  Taco 
Bell's mascot, the 
Chihuahua,  
which he feels portrays
 an unfair  
stereotype
 of 
Mexican
-
Americans.  
This year, San 
Jose's  Slam 
Master and former
 SJSU student 
Vadim Litvak 
will
 be taking the 
slam 
team to the 
national  compe-
tition in Rhode
 Island. He 
said  
slams give 
participants 
an
 oppor-
tunity to get up 
and have fun. 
His 
'responsibilities  
include
 
organizing and 
promoting
 slams, 
making sure they're open to the 
public,  and coaching the
 finalists. 
Slam 
Poetry
 Night 
The
 last Tuesday 
of every 
month at 
Waves  
Smokehouse,  
65
 Post St. 
in San 
Jose. 
Open 
Mic  Night 
Fridays 
from  8 p.m. 
to 11 
p.m. 
at Channel
 One, 763
 
The 
Alameda  in 
San Jose.
 
Interested
 
in
 Teaching? 
Juniors and 
Seniors  
Join 
SJUSD's
 Career 
Ladder  to 
Teaching
 
 
Paid
 tuition and books 
 
Paid job working with students 
 Guaranteed
 teaching job 
For information 
Call Maria 
Aizugaray  at 
535-6101
 
Diploma 
and 
Teaching 
V.V.11,:e '11'11 
"thanks is not enough. We never met her but we wish her a 
lifetime
 of happiness." 
As 
an 
egg  donor
 
you can 
help 
do something
 
gsx1
 
for 
others.
 If 
you're  
between the ages  of 21 - 33, 
and 
would  like to 
lind out 
more  
about  
the 
egg donation 
process,  please call us.
 
Compensation
 
for  
your  
time  
and 
commitment  in this 
confidential  pr,KTSS ranges  
from
 
$4(X)0
 to 
$4500 
per 
donation.
 
4
 
Reproductive 
Science
 Center' 
I I (4' (-row Canyon
 Road, Suite ISO 
San Ramon, (IA 
94510
 
1920867-18C0
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Water  polo 
dunked
 
by
 
Cardina 
SJSU 
players
 still 
upbeat  
despite  
6-3  
loss
 to 
Stanford  
Monica 
L.
 Ewing 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
The 
women's water polo 
team 
lost 
to the Stanford 
Cardinal  6-3 
on 
Saturday at the
 Aquatic 
Center, but the
 smiles on the 
Spartan's 
faces and the 
sense  of 
victory 
in
 the air made it feel like 
a win. 
That's because
 the Spartans  
ranked No. 5 in 
the  nation  had 
played their 
best game yet against 
Stanford, according 
to Patty 
Goldman, 
a member of 
the  team. 
Stanford is ranked 
No.  4 in the 
nation, but 
Spartan  head coach 
Lou Tully said 
Stanford could just 
as easily 
be
 No. 1, because 
the  top 
four teams
 in the nation
 are so 
closely ranked.
 
He said that 
although  the 
Spartans are fifth in 
the nation, 
there is a big gap 
between them 
and the top 
four
 teams. 
"Stanford
 is a 
tremendous  
team," Tully 
said,  "This game 
has 
helped 
convince
 the players
 that 
they are 
good enough 
to
 compete 
with the top 
four teams  
men-
tally. Physically,
 they are on 
the 
same level." 
The last time 
the  team played 
Stanford they lost 
by 11-1, but this 
game  was an 
entirely
 different 
story. 
The Cardinal 
made  the first 
three goals of the game 
during the 
first period, 
but the Spartans did-
n't back down. 
San Jose State University came
 
back with a goal by 
Liz Garcia in 
the first quarter and another by 
Neva West in the. second 
quarter.
 
Christy
 Taylor made the 
final 
SJSU
 goal of the 
game,  bringing 
Saturday's
 Score 
Starlf
 
: 
S 
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the score to 6-3. 
West said the 
only  real disap-
pointment 
of
 the day was 
the fact 
that this was
 a "Code Blue"
 game, 
meaning 
that all 
the other 
Spartan teams
 are supposed 
to 
come and 
support
 the team, but 
only 10 
people  from 
the
 other 
teams
 showed. 
She said the 
water  polo team 
goes to Spartan
 basketball 
games  
and 
other  SJSU 
sporting
 events, 
and they 
'expected  the 
same
 from 
the 
other  teams on 
campus.
 
"Lack of respect
 is not cool," 
said
 West, who was 
celebrating a 
birthday on Saturday
 as well. 
Despite 
the  absence of support 
from Spartan 
teams,
 a lively 
crowd filled the 
beachers
 and 
stood around the 
pool, clapping, 
yelling
 and singing the 
Spartan  
fight 
song. 
Goalie
 Melanie Nichols, 
who  
played the entire 
game,  got the 
crowd excited when she made a 
great save in the second quarter. 
"We have never played them 
so 
well and we had great defense," 
Nichols said. "We really 
worked  
together as a team." 
Matt 
Anderson,  assistant 
SJSU
 
coach, said the game was played 
well by both teams, and it was a 
clean game, with
 not a lot of kick-
ing and punching going on. 
West played much of the game 
a 
driver on the
 worn 
team, 
searches  for a 
teammate  to 
while Stanford's 
Kelly Shouey 
tries  
right 
in front of 
Stanford's  cage 
and seemed
 to take the 
brunt of 
the aggressive 
Cardinal defense. 
"The game is 
tough," she said. 
"There is always 
stuff that isn't 
going to be called.
 You just have 
to 
play through it." 
Both the 
SJSU players and
 the 
coaches
 acknowledged 
their team 
has 
improved  a lot since the 
start  
of the season. 
"The score was so much 
closer," 
West said.
 "We knew what
 we 
were coming into,
 so we practiced 
real hard 
this  week." 
"We have a 
very young team, 
which 
is exciting," Nichols 
said  
about the team, which is 
made
 up 
Liz Garcia, 
Leavy 
Swat/  / 
Spartan
 Dady 
en's water 
polo far the fifth
-ranked Spartans 
have lost twice 
this 
pass the 
ball
 to season
 to 
the 
fourth -ranked Cardinal. SJSU lost to 
to block 
her.
 So Stanford 
Saturday,  6-3. 
of mostly 
sophomores  and juniors. 
She also said there 
was a big 
difference in the
 team's perfor-
mance over last 
year, when they 
were ranked No. 9 in 
the nation. 
Most of the 
players
 were fresh-
men. 
"The team is 
really starting to 
believe
 in themselves," Nichols
 
said. 
Tully said what is 
exciting 
about the players is 
that they play 
like a team. He said he played 
12 
players and all 
of them made 
great 
contributions.  
Christy  Taylor, a team captain, 
was also upbeat about the game. 
"Even though we lost, we 
Wear a pad - it can 
feel like 
a diaper. 
Wear Playtex Gentle Glide 
 
all you feel is 
comfortable.  
It's true With pads, even the thinnest ones, 
you always know they're there. And that can 
make you Feel like you're wearing a diaper. 
Try Playtex Gentle Glide tampons. They offer 
you a more comfortable
 way to deal with your 
period. Playtex 
Gentle  Glide tampons have a 
unique design that 
adjusts to comfort fit. So 
they're more 
then  invisible - they're 
completely  
comfortable! 
So comfortable you  can't even Feel them 
 P .  1
 *sow. 
played at their level and that is 
what we meant to do," Taylor said. 
"We'll get them next time." 
The team will travel to Santa 
Barbara 
next weekend to play in a 
tournament
 against the top teams 
of the Mountain 
Pacific  Sports 
Federation,
 which consists 
of 
teams from the Pac-10 
and the 
Western Athletic Conference. 
SJSU will open the tournament 
by playing 
Pacific.  Should the 
Spartans win, they will
 get anoth-
er chance
 at the Cardinal. 
The Spartans will then com-
pete against Hawai'i and Stanford 
again on the road in Hawai'i on 
March  4. 
Spartan
 
Roundup
 
Staff 
report
 
 
The  
women's
 
basketball  
team 
remains 
winless 
in Western
 
Athletic 
Conference
 play after
 a 
66-37 
loss
 to 
Tulsa  
Saturday.
 
The 
Spartans 
grabbed
 a 11-10 
lead in 
the first seven
 minutes 
of 
the game,
 but 
Tulsa  
utilized
 a 16-
0 run 
in 
the  final 
7:39  of the half 
to go 
ahead 
for  
good.
 
Crissy 
DiLuzio led 
the team 
in 
scoring 
with 11 
points. 
The 
Spartans
 
have
 
now lost 16 
straight
 games 
and 27 
in
 WAC 
play. 
 San Jose
 State 
University's
 
gymnastics  
team 
defeated 
Alaska
-Anchorage
 
Saturday  
behind  Kim 
Cianci's 
and Tasya 
Talbot's 
performances.
 
Cianci 
took first 
all-around 
with a 
mark
 of 38.275 
and Talbot 
took 
third with a 
37.800.  
The 
Spartans  finished with
 a 
total of 188.550 compared to the 
183.950 score of Alaska -
Anchorage.
 
Tracy Cheshier also took first 
in the vault for the Spartans. 
On Sunday, 
the squad took 
fourth in the 
UCLA  Invitational 
with 190.000 points. 
The Spartans 
return to action 
Saturday at 7:30 in 
the  Spartan 
Gym
 against California. 
 After dropping its first 
match, the tennis 
team went on 
to capture its 
next two matches in 
the Northern Arizona 
Invitational.
 
On Friday, the Spartans fell to 
Memphis,
 6-3, before coming back 
to beat St. Louis 
5-4  on Saturday. 
On Monday, 
the  Spartans beat 
the host Northern Arizona team 
5-4. Marta 
Zivanov, Helen Van 
and Vanessa Pinot all won 
in sin-
gles play to 
pace
 the victory. 
Zivanov and
 Caroline Stenman 
also won in 
singles
 play Saturday. 
Spring BreakI 
You've  
been  lugging 
books and
 stress 
around
 all
 semester. Now's the time to 
lighten
 the load and take a 
break ..Spring Break, that is! Spring Break is 
definitely
 a great stress -buster and the best party ever! 
More friends, fun (hopefully, sun) and guys 
than you can imagine! To help get  ready for the college 
experience of a lifetime, here are some helpful tips (from someone with personal experience) that will 
get you off to Spring Break 2000 and out on the beach as fast and fabulously as possible! 
Cardinal Rule 111 
At
 all costs, do NOT over pack! Have you ever lugged a heavy bag with a sunburn? 
What You MUST Bring: 
Rr' Sunglasses, cool hat and lots of suntan lotion! 
(Banana Boat' sunblock is my personal 
favorite  because it comes in a variety of SPFs 
and
 smells great) Remember, a burn on the 
beach means no more fun in the sun. 
yr 2 bathing suits 
to add some pizazz and to 
always have one that's dry 
21 2 to 3 pair of shoes - 
Definitely
 bring cool 
sandals
 for cruising the beach and a comfy set 
of walking shoes so you can hit the 
board-
walk 
yr Sundresses are a great 
space  saver and look 
awesome on the beach during 
the  day or out 
on the town at night The perfect excuse to 
show off a tan! 
me A stash of 
tampons.
 Just in 
case'  (As a tip, 
try Playtex' Tampons -They're perfect for 
packing and really are so comfortable you can't 
even  feel 
them) 
The basics: travel -size soap, 
shampoo,  lotion, 
toothpaste  and razor - Pack in 
plastic to avoid 
gross 
surprises  at the other end when 
you 
unpack. (Throw a 
couple  of Wet Ones' 
Singles  moist towelenes
 in for you and 
your
 
friends. 
You'll
 find a million uses 
for them - at 
the 
beach, after lunch  and to wipe 
that
 suntan 
lotion
 off of your 
hands.)
 
yr On 
to
 the good stuff... a 
Camera  to record 
the 
memories
 and something to 
play  your 
favorite tunes on 
the beach. - Remember
 to 
buy  extra film and 
batteries
 BEFORE you 
leave...
 
me Of course it 
won't rain,
 but 
bring a 
deck
 of 
"j cards - just in case 
yr 
One credit 
card
 (and only one) 
for emergen-
cies
 (What if the 
cash machine 
doesn't  
work?) 
Don't torture 
yourself 
XYour
 heavy-duty hair dryer- Check
 with 
friends and vote
 for one 
person  
(whoever
 has 
the smallest) to lug it 
XLaptop,
 or any 
other expensive 
electronic  
equipment.  Sand,  sun and sea air will wreak 
havoc, and tempt 
theives.  Why risk it? 
XYour
 entire CD collection.
 Grab a few of 
your favorites 
and  hope you like 
your friends' 
choice 
in music 
too  
- leave it at 
home: 
xiToo
 much make-up. It will 
melt  in all that 
sun  - and anyway, the natural 
look
 is in. 
XText
 books! Intentions are 
always  
good, but 
a good paperback Is much more 
practical
 
to 
pack and won't 
stare anybody 
on
 the beach. 
XLast
 but
 not least. 
Leave your 
boyfriend,  
your ex, 
or
 your current
 love interest
 behind. 
There's plenty
 of fun to 
find on the 
beach.  
Keep
 your options 
open!  
SPRING 
BREAK  2000, HERE YOU 
COME!  ENJOY! 
Playto 
So comfortable 
you
 can't 
even
 feel 
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lasst  te  
PHN:
 
408-924-3277
 
FAX: 
408-924-3282  
The 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
makes  
no claim
 for 
products
 or 
services  
advertised
 below 
nor is 
there  any 
guarantee
 Implied.
 The 
classified 
columns 
of the 
Spartan  
Daly
 consist
 of 
paid
 
advertising
 
and  offerings  
are not 
approved 
of 
verified by 
the newspaper.
 
EMPLOYMENT
 
General
  
CHILDREN'S  
CASE  
MANAGER
 
at domestic
 violence
 
athocacy  
agency.  Provides
 education 
support,  
recreation  
activities
 
arid 
childcare 
for children in 
shelter.  
Needs  expenence with children. 
Bilingual 
Spanish helpful. 
$9/hr, 20 
hrs/week.
 
Fax resume to 279 7562
 
RESTAURANT OPENINGS 
George's Arena Grill cuientiy 
seeks
 to hire the following
 P/T 
evening positions: 
 Host/ess $8.20/hr. 
 Bussers 
$7.16/hr. 
 Runners 
$8.07/hr.$25
 
p/shift  
 Servers 
$5.75/hr.  + 
tips 
If you 
are interested,  please 
contact Sean at 408/999-5840. 
F/T CASE MANAGER 
Large 
S.J.  nonprofit seeks  case 
manager to work with homeless 
singles in our transitional housing 
program. Knowledge of mental 
health issues. substance abuse, 
and 
resource  referral  
desired.  
Salary DOE. Fax resume to 
294-1400  attn: Human Resources. 
MARKETING INTERNS 
NEEDED 
ON -SITE Dental Care  (OSDC). 
www.onsite-dental.com seeks 
outgoing students with good 
conversational  skills. Must drive 
to 
corporate worksites in Silicon 
Valley and represent OSDC in a 
professional manner. Growth 
opportunities in a startup 
company
 
and flexible days available. Hours 
10am to 1:30pm. Duties: Market 
OSDC services to corporate 
employees. Great pay. DOE. Email 
resumes to iroaPonsitedental.com 
or fax to (650)2270300. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. Si AREA 
Clerical.
 Technical, Full Time 
Call 
Minh 
408/9428866  
or email 
resumes@hiproonline.com
 
SEEKING DATA ENTRY/ADMIN 
Fast -paced,  fun,  
epublIshing 
business. Brian 
241-7600x103
 
or bschmitt@pdrinterteaf.com 
WANTED 
DRIVERS, F/T, P/T 
Monday through Friday,
 good 
schedules.  Your vehicle 
with
 clean 
DMV
 & acceptable insurance
 
coverage. If you 
like money, 
independence & being
 around 
interesting  people, call 
Gold
 Rush 
Express. 
408-292-7300.
 or visit 
us at 706 E. 
Gish  Rd. San Jose. 
Ask for 
JR or Frank Sr. or 
Randy.
 
For "hustlers  the pay & benefits
 
can be 
surprisingly  good. 
THE OLD 
SPAHETTI
 FACTORY 
Now hiring for part time 
positions.  
We 
offer:
 
Flexible 
schedules,  day or 
evening,  
a great
 environment
 with 
excellent 
benefits.  
NO 
EXPERIENCE
 NEEDED!!
 
We 
have
 
our own 
training  
program!!
 
We are looking 
for neat. bnght. & 
enervtic 
peace
 
C tile
 
!diming  areas: 
Food Server (21 
or
 older please). 
Hostess,  
Busser.
 & Kitchen 
Help. 
Apply
 in person 
2pm to 
4pm,
 Monday thru 
Friday  
51 N. 
San  
Pedro,  San 
Jose. 
COLLEGE 
ACHIEVERS! 
Nat'l.  Mktg. 
Co.  
interviewing
 arnbi 
hous 
individuals  
who  are 
looking
 
for  a 
people -oriented  career.
 Need 
4 sharp 
people to 
help
 direct local
 
expansion.  
Business  & 
Liberal
 
Arts Majors 
encouraged 
to apply. 
Exceptional
 income 
potential. 
Call 
408-260-8200
 to be 
considered.  
CROCODILE
 
CAFE  
HAVE A 
CROC 
OF FUN! 
At the 
Crocodile
 Cafe 
in Valley
 Fair 
Mall.  
Come 
join our
 talented
 team 
of 
hosts,  food
 runners,
 bussers. 
and 
servers.
 We're 
always 
accepting  
applications.
 
Please
 apply
 in 
person 
Monday.  - 
Thurday,
 2  
5pm. 
2855  
Stevens  
Creek  
Blvd.  
NOW 
IS THE
 TIME 
for a new
 part 
time 
job,  or 
paid
 internship
 for the
 
new 
year.  
Flexible  
hours
 available.
 
Call 
Chnsti.  
360-1370.  
Certain
 
advertisements
 
In 
these 
columns
 may 
refer 
the  
reader 
to 
specific  
telephone  
numbers 
or addr   
for 
additional
 
Information
 
Classified
 
readers  
should
 be 
reminded  
that, 
when 
making
 
these 
further
 
contacts,
 they 
should
 
require  
complete
 
information
 
before 
sending
 
money 
for goods
 or 
servkss  
In 
addition,  
readers
 
should
 
carefully
 
investigate  
at
 
firms 
offering
 
employment
 
listings
 
orcoupons
 for
 
discount
 
vacations
 or 
merchandise.
 
CATERING
 P/T & 
ONCALL  
STAFF  
Service  for 
breakfast,  
6am-10am  
at 
Hanford
 Hotel,
 N. First
 St. & 
On-call 
for
 off 
site
 catenng. 
Panetta's  
Catering. 
Call 
Patty.
 
5597632.
 
IT'S
 FREE!! 
Are 
You a 
Surfer?  
Want 
Extra  Cash??? 
Go 
Visit:  
xvvrew.clickdough.com
 
click 
on 'How 
it works"
 
click
 on The 
Money 
Machine"  
Sign-up...  
Referral  
is "vgordonr
 
CAMP
 TAIUUO, a 
boys  camp and 
TRIPP 
LAKE
 CAMP. a 
girls  camp. 
Residential
 camps 
located in 
Southern 
Maine! 
Outstanding
 8 
week summer 
camps, 
exceptional  
facilities,
 gorgeous  locations. 
Need
 qualified
 
male  and female 
counselors
 for positions
 in
 
land 
sports. water 
activites, 
gymnastics,  
horseback
 riding & 
much more!
 
Room 8, 
Board/Travel 
allowance. 
Camp
 Takajo 
call
 806250-8252,
 
www.camptakajo.com.
 
For Tripp 
Lake Camp. 
call  800-997-4347.
 
WNW 
.tripplakecamp.com.
 
ATTENTION:
 SJSU 
STUDENTS  
PART TIME 
WORK
 w/flex hours 
IDEAL FOR 
STUDENTS 
 
Internships
 
possible
 
 
All 
majors
 may 
apply 
 
Scholarships
 awarded annually 
 
Some conditions
 apply 
 Start 
at 13.25 base 
appt. 
 Gain valuable 
experience in 
customer service
 and sales 
 
No expenence
 necessary
 
 Endorsed by National
 
Academic  Advisory Board 
CALL 615-1500 llam  4pm 
www.workforstudents.com/sisu  
SECURITY 
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY 
We will train you. Student
 Fnendly. 
F/T.
 P/T. Weekdays & Weekends. 
Swing & Graveyard Shifts 
Flexible 
Schedule.  
408-247-4827  
GRAPHIC ARTIST position avail-
able. Must be enrolled in SJSU 
School of Art. Must be familiar 
with PhotoShop, 
Illustrator  & 
QuarkXPress. 20 hrs/wk.  32 
hrs/summer. Work study 
pre-
ferred.
 Contact Student Union 
Admin.
 Office 
9246310. 
ARTS 8 CRAFTS business close 
to SJSU needs 2 people. 1 general 
help & 1 got tabe PC literate. Good 
Job. Flexible Hours. 984-4020. 
ATTENTION SPARTANS: 
Valet Parking Attendants Needed 
Local 
valet  company in search of 
enthusiastic and hardworking 
individuals to work daytime and 
evenings. PT/FT. weekdays and 
weekends available. 
We
 will work 
around school schedule. Lots of 
fun & earn between $8 $15/hour. 
Call (408)867-7275. 
SOCIAL SERVICES F/T
 
& 
P/T 
Entry  level. Gain exp w/DD adults 
MT. 
7-3.
 $1280-1600/mo. F/T. 
XInt bene. P/T 
make your own 
schedule.
 Call 
800.6861070  
For Part time and 
Full -Time Positions. call 
HALLMARK
 PERSONNEL 
Fast placement, no fees 
Office 
jobs
 in local companies 
Students/grads/career
 change
 
Temp/Tempto-Hire/Direct Hire 
San Jose to 
San  Mateo 
Phone: 16501  3211133 
Fax:
 
16501  325-3639 
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
 
DELUXE
 DRIVING SCHOOL 
needs insturctors.
 part or full time
 
in car or classroom. Good Pay. 
Company
 car. Over 18. HS Grad. 
Moral character. 408-9717557
 
ENTERTAINERS.  Fun Science
 
programs. Need reliable car
 & 
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will 
train. Mad 
Science 408/262-5437. 
FOOD SERVICE, ESPRESSO BAR, 
HOST. FT & PT 
available. Busy 
family style restaurant in S'vale. 
All shifts avail. Flex hrs. $9.25 to 
start.  Call Wendy 
@7339331.
 
UFEGUARD positions available. 
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632 
Santa Teresa Blvd. 408.226-9622. 
EGG DONORS NEEDED 
Make a dream
 come true 
be an 
egg doom. 
All  Ethnicites Welcome.
 
Ages 
21 30. Excellent Health. 
Generous Compensation.
 
Convenient SF Clinic. 
1800.734-2015  or pfpc@pfmc.corn 
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center 
VALET PARKERS
 Part-time. 
evenings & weekends in Los 
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be 
neat in appearance with good 
customer service 
skills. 
Must
 be 
able to drive a 5 speed and have 
a valid CDL. Immediate opening & 
flexible 
schedules
 
available.
 Earn 
$10 to $15 per hour. Please 
call 
1-9252161232. Golden Gate Valet 
SWIM INSTR 8 LIFEGUARDS
 
wanted. Fun 
environment,  close to 
SJSU. Indoor
 & outdoor pools. Flex 
hours. Central YMCA 298171704. 
SECURITY - ACUFACTS INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY
 
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All 
Shifts,  Security Officers, 
Mobile  
Patrol Officers,  Top Pay With Many 
Benefits! Call 408-2 86-5 880 or 
apply in person, lam to 7pm. 7 days 
a week, 555D Meridian Ave. SJ. 
CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now 
hiring part-time 
Wknds  & or Thum. 
Flex hours. Advancement oppty. 
Free movies. Apply in person 
3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose. 
TELEMARKETING 
Part/Full-Time
 
Newspaper 
Subscriptions.  Hourly 
+ 
bonus.  Weekend shifts avail. 5 
blocks from SJSU.  Near light rail. 
Media Promotions 4084940200. 
EGG 
DONORS
 NEEDED? All races. 
Ages 2130, Compensation $5,003 
OPTIONS  National
 Fertility 
Registry.  
1-800-886-4373 
wvwv.fertilityoptions.com 
WANTED! PT 
A 
FT STAFF that 
want to have fun 
working  for the 
YMCA 
w/school
 age children. Good 
pay. flexible hours,  good 
benefits. 
Call 
408.257-7160 ext. 18. 
SOCIAL
 SERVICES Part time 
(8-25hours/week)
 positions avail 
able with youth serving agency.
 
Opportunities include 
gang preven-
tion specialist,  after 
school  coordi 
nator (at -risk middle school),  data 
entry and admin support. Bilingual
 
Spanish a plus. Salary
 
$8 $12 an 
hour. Resume and cover letter to 
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara County 
Dept. MM,  1310S.
 Bascom Ave.. 
San Jose, CA 95128
 or Email: 
personnelOgirlscoutsofscc.org
 or 
Fax 1401  287,8025. AA/EOE 
$1500 
WEEKLY  POTENTIAL 
mailing our circulars. Free 
information. Call 202452-5901. 
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Majors: 
HOPE Rehabilitation Services,  
a non-profit agency which offers a 
vanety of quality 
services  for Ind' 
viduals 
who have 
developmental
 
disabilities, has part & full time 
employment
 opportunities.
 
If you 
are interested in living 
with a developmentally disabled 
individual in 
exchange for rent: or 
assisting 
someone
 during the 
week with daily living skills such 
as 
grocery
 
shopping
 
($10/hr)
 
call 
Shannon at 
408/282-0410. 
If you would like information
 
about the FT. benefited 
positions  
of job coach and 
instructor  (day 
activity, 
work  activity or senior 
center program)
 or PT substitute 
positions  in various 
programs  
($9/hr) call 
Valerie
 in HR at 
408/748.2890.
 
We
 have flexibility to work 
around a student 
schedule for the 
PT work & 
are located close to 
SJSU. FT positions come with 
excellent benefits.
 This is a good 
opportunity to get 
practical
 experi-
ence
 in the field & work with a 
great group of clients & staff. All 
majors welcome.
 
WANTED 29 PEOPLE 
to get SS PAID 
5$
 
to lose up to 30 lbs 
in the next 30 days 
Natural. Guaranteed 
Cat! (4081793
 5256 
LIFEGUARD & 
Swim
 instructors 
wanted.  Fun 
Environment.
 
Flexible  
hours. No 
experience
 necessary. 
Close to SJSU. People 
skills  a 
must.
 Monthly Lifeguard classes 
offered through June. Call Central 
YMCA 
(408) 29/171704 or visit 
1717 The Alameda. San Jose, 
EMPLOYMENT 
Childcare/Nanny
 
CHILD-CARE POSITION, PT OR FT 
in Health Club. Ages range from 
6wks 12 yrs. Summer positions
 
also 
avail. Call Dixie 3912958. 
CHILD CARE - EARN EXTRA
 
S 
working special events. Temp. 
Flex hrs. $8.50/hr. Exp/ref 
req. 
800.942-9947.  
LIVE-IN NANNY/HSKPR, Los 
Gatos Home. Mon 
thru Fn 4 8pm, 
some Sat/Sun.
 eves. Pin room. 
board. and phone. 402-0140 (hp, 
653 
4460twi 
MOTHERS HELPER for 2 yr old 
boy 
$7/ hr. W 
& Th 
5:45-9:45pm  
& every other Fn.
 408.871-1501 
NANNY 
Si
 PT/Flex hrs. 1 child 
age 16 mo% 
Exp/Refs/Own
 
Trans. 
Prefer  student w/ECE 
credits. Call 408,225-9669. 
EMPLOYMENT 
Tutors 
REH/ED TUTORS to work 
with 
children with Autism. 
Majors:  
Psy. Soc, Child
 
Des, Sp Ed. Ed. No 
experience required. Flexible
 hours. 
Competitive pay. 408-218-5208 
TUTORS 
WANTED  to help prepare 
underachieving secondary
 students 
for college. AVID program. 
2-12 
hr/wk,  $7 $18/hr. Locations 
in schools
 throughout county. 
Contact lath. 831/479-5317 
or
 
aosepht0santacruz.k12.ca.us 
EMPLOYMENT
 
Education/Schools
 
ONE WORLD 
Montessori  School 
is looking for an assistant to our 
infant 
teacher.  Must have 6 ECE 
units. Full-time 114-F, 
8:30-5:30. 
Contact
 Lisa 7215140 
WANT TO EARN EXTRA
 MONEY 
LOVE CHILDREN?? 
TOP PAY! 
Immediate temp/perm 
substitute positions as 
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS 
at After School
 Programs, 
Day Care Centers,
 Etc. 
14081  
866-8550  
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS 
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept 
Elementary School Age Recreation 
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, WE. A few 
positions avail approx
 
lam-11am.
 
Xlnt salary. no ECE units req. 
Call Janet 354-8700 x223. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS 
At Bnght Honzons, we are seeking 
talented and caring child care 
professionals to 
join  our growing 
network of 
Family
 Centers. FT 
opportunities
 with Infants - 
Preschool. S/A  & Subs. We 
offer competitive salaries and an 
excellent benefit package to 
include tuition reimbursement. 
Join us in working with 
tomorrow's  
leaders at our state of the art 
facilities where 
children
 as well as 
careers flourish. Call Toll Free 
877-336-3596.  
wvord.brighthorizons.com
 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
 Spec. Ed 
& Regular 
Class  $8.60-511.52 hr, 
Saratoga School District,  
Cal 867-3424s504
 for application 
& information.
 Immediate Need. 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC. 
otters positions for: 
Directors 
 Assistant Directors 
Teachers  Teacher Aides 
FT & PT 
opportunities
 available 
working 
with  infant/toddler. 
preschool & school age children. 
COI/CDC offers a 
competitive  
salary.  excellent benefits 
package  
to 
FT
 & PT employees and an 
enriching work environment. For 
positions
 
avail at our 
centers  in: 
San lose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos, 
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino, 
Morgan Hill 8 
Redwood  City 
cal (408)371-9900 or 
fax resumes to 1408) 371-7685 
email:  janderson@cdicdc.org 
For more info about CDI/CDC & 
qualifications,  call our 24 Hour 
Jobline
 
@ 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE 
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and 
Pesdicrol Teachers and Aides. F/T & 
P/T 
positions  available. Substitute 
positions are also available that 
offer flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for
 teacher positions but 
not required for Aide positions. 
Excellent °opportunity
 for Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy for  
interview
 at 244-1968 or 
fax 
resume to 248-7350. 
SOUTHWEST
 YMCA is hiring 
Preschool & School Age Asst. 
Directors, 
Teachers  and Aides. 
PT & FT with excellent benefits 
Call 370 1877 x 29. 
 TEACHERS  INSTRUCTORS  
P/T Instructors Elem . Schools. 
Degree / Credential
 NOT Required. 
Opportunity for leaching exp. Need 
Car,  
VM:(408) 287-4170 ext. 408. 
ECE/ME 
TEACHERS,
 AIDES 
and SUBS 
NEEDED!
 Enjoy working  with kids?
 
Join the 
team
 at Small 
World  
Schools and 
get great experience 
working 
with
 kids ages 
5 - 12. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
offers 
competitive pay,
 benefits for Ff 
excellent 
training,
 and a fun work 
environment. F T and 
PT 
avail-
able. Call 
408/2839200  ext. 21. 
DAYCARE 
TEACHERS.  
K-8 
school
 seeks responsible
 
individuals
 for extended daycare. 
P/T in 
re afternoon. No ECE 
units 
required. Previous expenence with 
children  
preferred. Please 
call  
2441968x 16 
DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS, 
TEACHERS, IL 
AIDES 
Thinking about a career working 
with children? The 
YMCA of Santa 
Clara Valley 
is now hiring 
Preschool Teachers & After-School 
Recreation
 Leaders for our 
Child  
Care Centers throughout San
 Jose, 
Cupertino,  
Santa Clara, Los Gatos, 
Saratoga. Campbell, 
Evergreen,  
Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & part-
time positions 
avail. Hours flexible 
around school. Fun staff teams. 
great experience in working 
with
 
children, career advincement  
and good training 
opportunities.  
Teachers
 
mouse minimum
 6 units in 
ECE, Educ. 
Rec. Psych, Soc, Phys 
Ed &/or other related fields. Please 
call Beth Profio at 408-291-8894 
for information & locations or fax 
your resume
 10
 
408.298.0143. 
OPPOR11JNMES
 
EARN
 WHILE YOU LEARN! 
Make 
51.200
 th, week 
Call
 
800.891
 
19. Ii 
INSURANCE 
AUTO  INSURANCE 
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE 
Special
 Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
"Good Rates
 for NonGood Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: 
"Good Students" "Educators" 
"Engineers" "Scientists" 
CALL TODAY 296,5270 
FREE QUOTE 
NO HASSLE 
NO OBLIGATION 
Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
LOW 
COST
 AUTO INSURANCE 
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY 
Free 
Auto  Registration 
Instant
 S.R. Filing 
Good 
Student
 Discount 
International Drivers Welcome 
No Driver Refused 
Lowest Down 
Payment  
Lowest Monthly Payment 
As Low as $25 Monthly
 
email: pnninsur@aol.com 
Call Now 408-3714316 
BEST  RATES ON 
AUTO INSURANCE
 
Free Phone Quotes 
No Driver Refused
 
454's  
Accidents 
Cancelled
 
Tickets 
D.U.I. 
S.R.
 Filing
 
Good Student 
Discount 
Call us now 
408-244-9100  
8am 
8pm Mon - Sat 
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
 
hafgee@aol.com  
DAIM'CLASSIFIED-LOKAL
 RATES FOR NATIONAL
 /AGENCY sans CALL 408-924-3277 
HEALTH/BEAUTY 
MEN  & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL.  
Stop 
shaving,  waxing, 
tweezing  
or using 
chemicals.  Let us 
permanently
 remove your 
unwanted  hair.
 Back Chest 
Lip  
 Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc. 
Students
 & faculty receive 15%
 
discount. First appt. 1/2 price
 X 
made 
before
 5/31/00. 
Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow.  
621 
E.
 
Campbell
 
Ave. 017. Dna 
(408) 379-3500. 
Print 
your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, 
including  letters, numbers, punctuation & 
spaces between words. 
ULICILIULLIULULIULLILILILILILILIULIUUCCLIIDLILI
 
LILLILILILILILILILLILLIJLILILLILICLILLIULILILIULLI
 
LILICILILILIULILLILLIULILILILICIJULILIUULILIJULLI
 
LILILILIUULILILILIULILILLILILIDJULILIDDLILILILLYJ
 
Ad
 Rates: 3
-line  minimum 
One 
Two 
Three  Four Five
 
Day Days Days Days Days 
Name
 
Please
 check 
one 
classification:  
/ 
Address 
3 lines
 
$S 
$7
 
$9 $11 
$13 
Cry
 Fr sore 
lir 
.00 
Lost
 and Found' 
Rental Housing 
Rate increases
 
$2 for each additional
 line per ad 
Rate increases
 $2 for each 
additional  day 
Announcements  
Shared  Housing 
Real Estate 
Phnne
 
Campus Clubs
 
Services 
Send check a money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted) 
Greek Messages 
Events 
Ffluastio.S0K0gwal
 HealtNBeauly 
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% off 
40  
consecutive
 issues: receive 
20% off 
50  consecutive issues receive 25% off 
Spartan  Daily aassifieds 
SenJose State University 
San Jose, CA 
95192-0149  
Volunteers  
For
 Sale 
Autos For Sale 
Sports/Thrills
 
Insurance
 
Entertainment 
Local rates 
apply to Santa Clara County
 
advertisers  
IN Classified desk is located 
in
 Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209 Electronics
 Travel 
end 
SJSU
 students. staff a faculty. 
 Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publication 
Wanted 
Tutoring
 
First line in 
bold 
for  no extra 
charge
 up to 
25 spaces 
MI All ads are prepaid
 
 No refunds on cancelled ads 
Employment
 Word
 
Processing  
Additional
 words
 may be set in bold 
type
 at a 
per  ad 
charge
 of
 
$3
 per 
word  
 Rates 
for
 consecutive publication dates only. 
 QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277 
Opportunities  Scholarships 
SJSU 
STUDENT
 
RATE:  
25%
 OFF. Rate applies 10 private party ads only,
 no 
discount
 for other persons
 or businesses. 
Ads 
must 
be placed in person
 in DBH
 209 from 10am to 3pm 
STUDENT  ID REQUIRED. 
* Lost & Found ads are 
offered
 free as a service to the campus community 
CONFIDENTIAL 
FREE BIRTH CONTROL 
FOR WOMEN
 
Includes pregnancy testing, 
HIV 
testing.
 pap 
smear
 testing,
 
emergency contraception. 
STD screening,  physical 
exams, 
birth 
control  pills. DepoProvera
 
shots. condoms. etc. 
ABSOLUTELY 
CONFIDENTIAL  & FREE. 
Available  7 days a week 
by 
appointment. Ask for Dr. Nunez, 
408.9436980
 
WORD
 
PROCESSING  
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes, 
Grow Projects. etc. 
All formats, specializing in APA. 
Moo/Mini tape transcription. Fax. 
Experienced,  dependable. 
quick return. 
Call Linda 408-264-4504. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
Golden West 
Student Dental Plan 
Only $57.00
 per year.  
Save 
30%-60%
 
on 
your  dental needs. 
For 
into
 call 1800655-3225. 
741 
SERVICES 
PROFESSIONAL  
GUITARIST
 now 
accepting students
 who wish to 
excel in playing guitar or bass. All 
levels welcome:
 Beginning.
 
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock. 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 
Call
 
Bill at 
408-298-6124. 
YOUR PERSONALITY 
DETERMINES YOUR HAPPINESS. 
Know why? Call for your free 
personality test. The Scientology 
Testing Center 800-2916463 
SHARED HOUSING 
SJSU 
INTERNATIONAL
 HOUSE 
One space available
 for 
female resident! 
Fun & friendly environment
 
5 Minute
 walk to campus 
Well-equippecl
 
Kitchen 
 Computer & Study rooms 
 2 Pianos and Game rooms 
Laundry
 facilities
 
*Parking  
 For American & International
 
Students 
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a 
tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between 
San Carlos & San Salvador). 
LOOKING FOR ROOMMATES with 
references you can
 trust? Your 
friends and your friend's friends 
might know someone and sixde-
grees can help you meet them. 
www.sixdegrees.com 
FOR 
SALE
  
CD/CDROM
 OUPUCABON 996 as 
Hi Speed cassette copies $2 ea. 
100 
VHS 130
 $3.75ea. 286.7033. 
Daily 
cROSS 
WORD
 
ACROSS 
1 Crazy 
5 
Condition  
10 Impressed 
14 European 
capital
 
15 Females 
16 
Glen
 
17 Detailed 
information 
20 
Barrel  
21 
Impetuous 
22 
Command
 
23 
Days 
of
 - long
 
ago 
24 
Decorative  
items 
26 
Hardware
 
purchases  
29 
Crows'  
cnes
 
30
 Wheel
 part 
33 
Hold  forth 
34 
Comic 
Johnson  
35 Santa
 
Calif  
36 
Rich  
desserts
 
40 
Summer
 cooler 
41 Like 
- of bricks 
42 
Watchful
 
43 
Sun,  in Malaga 
44 Hike 
45
 Sleeve 
parts 
46 
Tresses  
47 Actor Damon 
48 
Scoff 
(at)  
51 
Vitality
 
52 
The  lady 
55 
Peony.
 
09
 
59 
Surrounded
 by 
60 Bay
 window
 
61 
Downpour  
62 
Foot parts 
63
 
Concise
 
64 
Ancient  
Phoenician  
city 
DOWN
 
1 Wharf 
2 North
 
Carolina
 
PREVIOUS 
PUZZLE  SOLVED 
WOOM
 
DOOM 
MUM
 
OMR
 
MOM  
MOON
 
00010
 [ODOM
 
MINIM  
AMMO
 
OUBRIMPU
 
MOD 
0120111 
WOMONUMU
 
UMMMM
 
OMM 
OURNW 
MUMONEOU  
ommumm
 
minium  
OMM
 MUM
 
UMMINO  
NOWOMMOM
 
OBOU 
NEIN 
UUMUOUN
 
[MAMORU
 
DORM
 
IMMO
 
[AMON  
NOM  
ONMOU  
MUM 
NOON
 
UNMOO  
ONMN 
1999
 United Feature synaiuie 
county 
3 
Banner
 
4 
Cap 
5 Takes an 
oath 
6 
Stable 
occupant  
7 Nursemaid
 
8 Sty 
9 
Conclude  
10 
Affirms
 
positively
 
11 
City division
 
12 Otherwise 
13 Fawn
 or doe
 
18 
Garden  tool 
19 Pledges 
23 
Big 
Foot's  kin 
24 Twirler's stick 
25 
Had  debts 
26 
Soft 
drinks  
27 
Belief 
28 
"Bolero"
 
composer
 
29 
Swindler
 
30 
Does
 a 
tall
 
chore  
31 Like some 
gases 
32 
Tall  ship's 
features 
34 
Behind
 
37 Hindu attire 
38 
OPEC,  for one 
39 Dismounted 
44 Mountain lake 
45 Breakfast food 
46
 Listens 
47 Marathon 
units  
48 Quarrel 
49 
"Nautilus" 
captain
 
50 Albany canal 
51 Cougar's home 
52 
Influence  
53 
Beneficiary 
54 Seabed 
56 Last but
 - 
least 
57 Vexation 
58 Morsel
 
MEM
 
MOM
 MIME 
UMME
 
NU=
 MIMI 
NOMMUMMEMMEMMEM
 
ME 
MEM
 
MEM 
MOM  
UM=
 
MUM=
 
MOM 
MEM 
MM.
 
MOM Mum 
MMEMMEMMEMMEMMM 
MEM 
MEM 
MOM  
MEM 
BM 
MEM
 
IMMEM
 
uuu 
MOM 
MEM Mild 
MOMMMEMMIMMEMM
 
UM 
MEMO  
MEM
 
AMU
 MN= 
MEM
 
Cullen Chong. a junior mechanical ongineenng major, stands 
behind his own crew,  the
 
Molokai express. Chongas canoes are 
Chong
 
continued  from poyel 
He introduced and 
built  his 
iss:ri 
one-man outrigger canoe 
about six months ago, 
while  
the  
idea for 
his 
design
 has been
 
around
 for about two -and
-a -half 
years
 
The design is 
a onv-man canoe 
with an "num," 
or outrigger 
attached to it, which 
makes the 
canoe
 more stable and less
 likely 
to 
flip over. 
Chong modified the lima on 
the canoes with one of his 
t o n t
 
design  
'It is built to have a higher sol 
Ulnr  
vii 
It 
%%
 
ill 
wi 
irk Ittottet  ittht
 
ocean. especially
 V.
 
iii t he t hopps 
waves
 around t he 
litt 
Chong said 
aPPlit'd 111.* ktoto 
he had from 
ntAking
 
and wind surtirs
 
tiniincorpoi:it 
ed it 
into the 
design.'
 tot 
Mitchell  Chong. 
Cullen's  brotlak 
"The design has rctills clean hot 
It's very 
appealing
 to peopli 
Each
 boat
 
takes about
 
at 
hours 
of
 
work to complete
 
Commonly
 
Unbearable. 
Dangerously 
Believable. 
Subsequently  
Fatal.  
UNTREZITED  
DE PRE
 SSION 
httpl/WWW save Off) 
STUDENT
 
TRAVEL 
London
 
$341 
Paris  
$375
 
New York
 $293 
Madrid  
$513 
(415) 
391-8407 
36 Geary St. 
iierrrei.421110.111.1111011111111.111Wwelim
 
S TA 
TRAVEL
 
WE'VE  
BEEN  
THERE.
 
omwstatraveLcorin
 
time if !non. 
than one
 boat is 
being is orkt-d 
on 
at 
a
 tune, Chong 
 
TiAre  
actually  
built 
front
  
t:t 
tit in,- Chong sail.  
t dung I'm actually 
dont ;itt 
rig the coloring im, 
and 
I t 
spray  that out 
the
 
if tL, 11101d. Tio.o I poi in the 
foam and either the
 carbon or 
fiberglass.
 But the thing is actu-
ally hollow inside," Chong
 said,  
'tilt' 
lit nit 
I 
madu 
of high den-
sity 
fict 
!Wu:tied between 
either
  .t   
.kt  r ir fiberglass.  
prct it c ,!, t 
1;iit
 v.1 
uI 
ii 
nit ii 
twit
 
layers
 
of glass or 
c.irbon 
litter
 
and its
 super 
Anita:
 
lit'. urrent customers art' 
tott-t Iv r:tters who compete in the 
sr,
 
outrigger
 1:11110V5  that do 
time to 
practice  
with  lii. 
Ii ii 
her  members
 it
 
lit 'ii' 
1:IV1 thlrni
 a chance 
to pr,it 
1.111111
 their team. 
hot  
to kt-t p tt 
hape  for 
racing, -
Chong  
5 iii  It ill, tiltlcz  
bought
 
one  of 
kttor 
seeing
 it 
on
 
San Jose StJte University 
Kokun 
Kinn°  / Spartais Mid), 
made by hand and are
 sold for more than $2,000 each. Other com-
panies' prices 
start  at $2.300 and go up to 
$5,000.
 
display
 
after  a 
race  in 
Monterey 
March.
 
.1
 likid the design 
and the way 
it II:milled.- 
Fernandez said. 
kiily
 in the open 
ocean   
.uld 1-1 it 
,itching
 the 
waves.-
Itink 
a brochure 
CI. 
Lail it t 
he
 competition
 and 
calliii later
 to order his out-
rig.r 
canoe. 
"Ilc's
 local, he has 
experience  
in budding boats. It's more conve-
nient than 
buying
 from the 
Islands. And on top of that, if it 
gets damaged, he 
can fix it. -
Fernandez said. 
Chong sells 
his outrigger 
canoes 
for 
around
 
$2,000
 
to 
$2.-100 each 
- 
while  other com 
panics start selling 
their car., 
at $2.300 and up to $5.000
 
at 
it-'. 
Ile 
sells the boats 
alternation
 
ally 
and 
locally.  from 
Australia
 to 
Smith
 Africa and 
Ness  
/. 
Most  of
 his 
busirw'lulls 
from 
his We 
b 
http://home.pacbell.net/chongii
 - 
"That's
 where I get most of my 
contacts,- Chong
 said. 
To 
ship the canoes
 to
 
his 
buy 
ers, Chong packs them in 
crates  
the saint. length and width of 
the 
canoes, and 
they're padded real 
ser  swim wan :Miss 
impail
 
_ 
vomit  
J11111
 
11111111411 
MI6 
alba 
leans 
We treat 
our
 Merl/ 
with the dignity they 
deserve
 
The many 
faces 
of Caring 
V Volunteers 
of
 America. 
I berc 
oge. lc) mg 
Hoiv-would 
you 
score?
 
'CC* 
GMAT 
GRE 
C:to 
DAT 
Take a FREE Test Drive and find out! 
Kaplane 
'fest Dn.o  and tout
 recwye 
tnov.dual  feedback on 
your performance
 
r, 
how  y, 
would
 score
 on the real 
exam
 
Saturday, February
 26 
GMAT 8 30 airs GRE 9 15 am 
MCAT
 10 00 airs LSAT 100 pm 
DAT 12 
45 pm 
San Jose State 
University  
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST to 
register!  
Or
 take it online from February 15-29 at kaptestdrIve.com!
 
.1VJMN
 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan 
well. Then they get shipped by 
boat. 
Chong does 
almost all of the 
work
 himself. relying on Mitchell 
to lend a helping hand only when 
bringing  the 34 -pound canoes 
out 
of
 the 
mold.  
"Cullen's really patient with 
the tasks at hand  he doesn't 
rush things,- his brother said. 
"He won't release something until 
the quality is good enough for 
him to be proud to release to the 
public."  
Red
 
Cross
  
continued  from 
pagel  
"Or 
there's  a 
mini -institute
 
workshop in 
April for 
those  who 
like the 
shotgun 
approach,"  
Borgstrom
 said. 
Daryl Beancur,
 a senior 
grad  
student in 
public  
administration
 
works in 
disaster 
recovery
 for 
Santa Cruz County. 
"I think 
everyone 
should  at 
least learn 
CPR and 
First  Aid," 
she 
said. 
Rex
 Painter, 
director  of 
disaster  
services, 
said, "There 
are levels 
to
 
what 
volunteers  can 
do. There's
 
basic,
 which is 
helping a 
single 
family who
 for instance,
 lost their 
house in 
a fire." 
The Red 
Cross would 
assist 
with  finding
 the 
family
 a hotel
 to 
stay in, 
buying  
groceries
 and 
find-
ing clothes to 
wear.  
"The other
 level 
deals  with 
mass 
suffering,
 in 
disasters
 such 
as 
tornadoes
 or 
hurricanes
 where 
we actually send 
volunteers to the 
sites 
to help with 
nursing,  radio 
February
 
22. 2000 
communications
 and 
running
 
shelters
 
for  
victims,"  
Painter  
said.
 
Volunteers
 
can 
help 
locally
 
or 
sign 
up 
to 
travel
 cross-country
 
or 
worldwide
 
to 
help  
disaster 
victims
 
in 
other
 
countries.
 
Besides
 the introduction 
to dis-
aster  
services
 class, the Red
 Cross 
also
 
offers
 
classes
 
for
 other
 possi-
ble 
disaster
 
situations.  The 
"Going  
on 
Disaster
 
Assignment"  
class
 
teaches
 
volunteers
  who 
want  
to 
travel
 
to other 
cities  or 
countries  
to 
help
 
with  
disasters  
what  to 
do 
in
 
preparation
 for their
 trip. 
Another
 
possible  class 
for 
vol-
unteers
 
to take teaches 
how 
to 
talk to 
the  
media
 covering a 
disas-
ter 
and  
another
 covers 
how 
to 
open, maintain
 and
 close 
shelters.
 
"There's
 
definitely a 
good 
feel of 
the  
Red 
Cross and how 
it benefits 
disaster 
victims.
 Our 
volunteers
 
learn how to be an asset to com-
munities that are going through 
disasters," Borgstrom said.
 
For more information on 
the 
disaster services class on 
Feb. 28, 
contact the Santa Clara 
Valley 
Chapter of the 
American  Red 
Cross at 
(4081577-1000.
 
Coats 
continued from 
pagel  
Coats  was taken 
to Valley 
Medical Center for 
treatment  of 
the wounds to 
his finger. 
Eyewitnesses 
reported  the 
wound 
was messy and so 
deep 
that Coats' bone could
 he seen. 
The
 other football players that 
were involved in 
the struggle 
early 
Saturday  were not available 
for comment. The 
call
 for police 
assistance  was placed at 
12:49.  
a.m. on Saturday,
 about an hour 
after the party 
was shut down. 
"He was walking 
across  the 
street  and we had 
to
 point him 
out,"
 
said  
Bugliarello of Coats. 
Police 
reports
 indicate there
 
were some 
objective  symptoms of 
alcohol 
consumption
 on both sides 
of the 
confrontation. It 
was  noted 
that Coats' 
symptoms  of 
alcohol
 
consumption were 
more  severe 
than
 the others 
involved,
 but no 
blood 
alcohol  tests 
were
 conduct-
ed,  according 
to police 
reports.
 
Objective  symptoms
  a term 
police use
 to describe 
a person 
they feel 
may  be intoxicated   
include 
red, watery eyes, 
the odor 
of alcohol 
and lack of 
coordina-
tion. 
"We 
only
 conduct 
alcohol
 tests 
for investigations
 in which 
alcohol  
is an 
element of the 
crime," Laws 
said.  
Bugliarello 
claimed  he was not 
under the 
influence  of alcohol
 dur-
ing the
 time of the 
incident.
 
"I cannot 
be
 intoxicated at 
any  
ATO 
events,-  Bugliarello said. 
It was not clear 
whether  any 
disciplinary
 action would
 be 
taken 
toward the football 
players 
involved
 in the incident. 
"Just like any 
other students, 
they are expected
 to maintain 
good citizenship,"
 said Lawrence 
Fan, sports
 information director
 
for SJSU. 
"If problems or 
situa-
tions arise where 
action  needs to 
be taken, then 
it
 will be taken." 
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p.m. finding
 a great 
job. 
While you'-! doing your thing, we're doing ours. 
Matching y ,t1 to great jobs with hundreds of top 
employers - 
Log on t 
www.jobdirect.comicash
 
for 
a char,c
 wiri $500 
today!  
JobDirect.com
 
Where students
 and 
employers  click! 
